
Ten-X has closed over $37 billion in transactions. 

Now we’re extending the power of our proven 

platform beyond auctions. Introducing the 

most intelligent, efficient and effective online 

platform for negotiated sales of commercial 

real estate: Offer Select. 

Offer Select empowers sellers and their  

brokers to negotiate multiple terms with 

multiple buyers entirely online—with the 

unmatched access, deeper insight and  

superior execution that only Ten-X delivers.
Compare offers in real-time, with details about potential buyers

Shortlist buyers and provide guidance to encourage stronger offers

With Offer Select, sellers and brokers can:

• Set preferred terms, including price, timing and 
contingencies

• See incoming offers in real-time, with details 
about each interested buyer

• Shortlist and provide guidance to individual 
buyers to strengthen their offers

• Select the winning buyer based on offer strength, 
buyer reputation or other factors

• Streamline the transaction process with state-of-
the-art technology and unparalleled support

(800) 215-7780 or ten-x.com/commercial

OFFER SELECT
Commercial real estate isn’t all about auctions. And now, neither are we.



A better way to sell your property

Multiple ways to transact online

Our experts work closely with sellers and brokers to understand requirements  
and recommend the best transaction method for each property. 

Offer Select  
(negotiated sale)

Managed Bid  
(indicative bids + auction)

Live Bid  
(auction)

 Set preferred terms including 
price and timing

 Approve or reject offers and 
select winning buyer

 Allow for due diligence and 
financing contingencies

 Seller selects shortlist based on 
indicative bids

 Shortlisted buyers bid in final round 
auction

 Ability to extend diligence and 
contract review

 Pre-qualified buyers compete 
solely on price

 Fixed auction date and closing 
period

 90% of properties complete 
process in less than 90 days

Whichever method you choose, Ten-X maximizes your time and ROI with:

• Data-driven, multi-channel marketing to reach a global audience of vetted buyers

• Expert analysis and insights to optimize your pricing and sales strategy

• A proven platform and dedicated support team to get you from listing to close in record time

Get a personalized plan for selling your property

Call (800) 215-7780 or visit ten-x.com/commercial
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